RIVERBED STEELCONNECT
& ZSCALER
The cloud
provides flexibility,
efficiency,
and agility to
achieve digital
transformation
faster and without
upfront capital
investments.
Unfortunately though,
legacy networking and
security infrastructure
weren’t designed to
efficiently deliver cloud
apps and services, especially
for today’s distributed
enterprises where most
business is conducted
in branch locations.
As a result, SD-WAN
and cloud security have
emerged to help unlock
the cloud’s full potential.
Combining SD-WAN with
a cloud security solution
can take cloud adoption
to the next level, which is
why Riverbed and Zscaler
have partnered to offer the
most complete, seamlessly
integrated cloud networking
and cloud security
solution on the market.
This means you can
accelerate cloud adoption
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in pursuit of your digital
transformation goals
without compromising
application security.

HOW IT
WORKS
The simplicity and agility
of Riverbed SteelConnect
SD-WAN plus the power
of Zscaler security enables
you to build a true, cloudfirst architecture.
Here’s how it works.
With Riverbed SteelConnect
at the branch, outbound
traffic can flow across the
best available network
- including low-cost
Internet connections.
Riverbed SteelConnect
optimises the connection
path based on availability,
latency and application and
establishes virtual secure
links across locations.
You can also direct traffic
flow on an applicationby-application basis.
By establishing a secure
IPsec tunnel between Zscaler
and Riverbed SteelConnect,
you have the flexibility to
route internet-bound traffic
to Zscaler to inspect, secure,
and protect your data.

INTEGRATION
BENEFITS
-	Securely transform to a
cloud-enabled enterprise.
- I ncrease IT agility
and responsiveness
to business needs.
-	Simplify operations and
reduce costs associated
with appliances and
MPLS backhauling.
-	Provide a fast and secure
user experience.
-	Inspect all employee traffic
to and from the Internet.
-	Implement application-aware
WAN and security policies.
-	Enforce security policies
that follow the user, no
matter where they connect.
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ZSCALER
Zscaler’s Cloud Security Platform delivers
superior security without the cost and
complexity of on-prem security appliances.
Zscaler provides security as a cloud service,
with Cloud Sandboxing, Cloud Firewall,
Data Loss Prevention (DLP), and more.
You no longer need to put a security perimeter
around every office. By simply redirecting
Internet-bound traffic to Zscaler, you can
instantly secure branches and remote locations.
Because Zscaler is positioned between
users and the Internet, every byte of traffic
is inspected - even if it’s encrypted or
compressed - and users are secure wherever
they connect.

GET IN TOUCH
RIVERBED
STEELCONNECT
Riverbed SteelConnect leverages the principles
of software-defined control to provide:
•

Simple but powerful workflows for policy
definition based on Applications, Users,
Sites, Performance and Security.

•

Single-click setup of SD-WAN
and application acceleration
capabilities in Microsoft Azure and
AWS cloud environments.

•

As an experienced and certified partner of both
Riverbed and Zscaler, Teneo has architected
the Riverbed SteelConnect and Zscaler
solution in our SD-WAN lab environment
so you can see the integration in action.
We’d be happy to demonstrate to you and
your team how this solution works in practice.
The topics of cloud security are covered
at length in our SD-WAN Workshop.
Please get in touch if you’d like to
schedule a workshop with us.
The Riverbed SteelConnect and Zscaler
integration will be architected specifically
for your environment by Teneo during the
design phase of your SD-WAN migration.

User-to-server control, wherever
the user (static or mobile) or server
(cloud or on-prem) might be.

•

Scalability for large environments, including
data centres. No rip-and-replace needed.

•

Integrated application acceleration
and visibility capabilities, provided
as a single-box, dual-box, virtual
or cloud-based solution.

To discuss this integration further,
please contact us at info@teneo.net or
via our website at www.teneo.net.
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